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Flipgrid from Zebo and Gulnora

Practising
Flipgrid is where social and emotional learning happens! The leading video discussion platform for millions of PreK to PhD educators, students, and families.

we tried Screencasomatic because it is an easy tool to record instruction assignments, self introductions and so on, it’s a fun way to keep in touch with the students.

Eldy and Maria Luisa

What we think of Flipgrid

So, because of slow internet connection it was a bit difficult to work together on the tool. Apparently the app is a bit more intuitive. There are many possibilities to ‘pimp’ your flipgrid post and while that allows creativity it can also be a bit distracting. It would be important to give students clear guidelines in the use of Flipgrid. We think this tool can be ideal for giving and receiving feedback, in combination with face to face classes (in a blended format). It could be used as an introductory excerise.

Flipgrig really contributes to better discussions! Great empowerment of students' ideas💡

Coogle appeals to me. I think I will use that to provide my students with some topical vocabulary. Mind mapping is really good for that.

CORINA AND RENATA

We are planning our next telecollaboration project with the help of: Flipgrid

Symbaloo

Hi! We experimented with Symbaloo, which is a bookmarking tool. It uses a nice visual interface. Symbaloo is precisely what I need for my online course this week! We like the sharing feature - you can create a collection of resources and share it with a group. They can contribute with their ideas, too. Previously I used padlet for this, but Symbaloo is better. We would need a bit more experimenting with how to add resources.
P.s. We've just discovered you can drag and drop them!

Sheila`s Pick Screencastify

I just learned to make use of padlet for the first time. My partner Keiko is already using it, she is quite an expert already and she is showing me around the various features padlet has such as screencastify. Great tool the padlet thing!
Padlet is to share contents
It works with internet
I can use it for teaching to give group classwork
to draft manuscripts

Okuna
This is a new tool for me. I am interested in exploring it more because it was created by engineers, designers, hackers, activists and information-security experts, and is human centered!
I love their Manifesto when they say they created a social network for a better tomorrow.

Zobeida and María Luisa

Poland meets Japan
Droptask - a perfect tool to plan your telecollaborative tasks. It's free only for one week!!!
- task assigning & organizing
- creating task boards for shared projects
- comment sharing
- attaching files
We're not going to use it! We're switching to Trello!

Keiko's Pick
Screenca$tify - Many ways to use this tool - for sharing how to use a particular app etc.
Practising
Flipgrid is where social and emotional learning happens! The leading video discussion platform for millions of PreK to PhD educators, students, and families.

Iwona & Alina
I've learned something new today

Nice background too. — ANONIMOWY

Good for you! — ANONIMOWY

Hi there!

Hi there!

Thanks :D — MELISSA DE WILDE

Nice photo :) — IWONA_GALAZKA007

Albania and Mexico

:)

Hello

Very interesting topic. Thank you

Sheila Keiko
Introduction to health

A person can promote his health

- exercise
- good diet
- Mental cleanliness
- and hygiene

Hi how did you manage to do it? — IWONA_GALAZKA007

Instructions

Choose a tool, go to the website and investigate it, then test it yourself.

In the space below write notes about your investigation. You can double click and write directly on the page or you can write notes in Word and then upload the document here. You can even make a film or an audio recording and upload the file here.

Answer the following questions about the tool you investigate:

- What is the purpose of this tool?
- How does it work?
- How could you use it in your work (teaching, research, administration)?

Tried out TRELLO, I like that it connects automatically with google account so I don’t have to make another one. The purpose is to get organized and planning. It’s very useful for me as a COIL/VE coordinator to see all the things I have to do and the step each task is in.

— ANDREA MARTÍNEZ GARCÍA

Well I was trying to test Mindmaster but it will take me a while to understand how to use this for my students.

— ANONIMOWY
Our group is trying out Flipgrid. This tool can be used for multiple purposes but we feel it is best used as a tool to create a sense of identity and community. We already saw some examples where students were asked to post an introduction to get to know each other. It is also good for teachers to use, this way they can give feedback on a more personal level. — MELISSA DE WILDE